I. Introduction and Definitions 1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to extensions and strengthenings of the Loop Theorem and Dehn's Lemma. These two theorems were first proved by C. D. Papakyriakopoulos in [11] and [12] and have been immensely important in the recent development of 3-space topology.
The main technique used here is that of 2-sheeted coverings as developed by A. Shapiro and J. H. C. Whitehead in [14] . It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with § §1-3 of [14] and J. Stallings' proof of the Loop theorem in [15] .
The problem involved is to take a given singular disk whose interior does not intersect the boundary and to "change" it into a nonsingular disk which has certain desired properties in common with the original singular disk. The primary difference between the methods used here and the previous work in the field is that we shall pay close attention to the geometrical relationships between the given singular disk and the obtained nonsingular disk. (See Theorem III.5.) Theorem III.5 yields extensions of both the Loop Theorem (III.2) and of Dehn's Lemma (IV.3) and is used to prove the hitherto unpublished result (IV.2) that a tame simple closed curve in a 3-manifold, with or without boundary, bounds a disk if it can be shrunk to a point in its own complement. The extension of the Loop Theorem considers, in some cases, loops on 2-submanifolds of 3-manifolds.
The results of this paper are used in [8] to attack the general question proposed by R. H. Bing: Does every simple closed curve which can be shrunk to a point in its own complement bound a diskl As mentioned above the answer is yes, if the simple closed curve is tame. In [8] we give an affirmative answer in the case when the simple closed curve has finite penetration index and only a finite number of wild points, and also in the case that it has penetration index 2 at every point and the wild points form a tame O-dimensional set. In addition, [8] gives a new condition for tameness of a simple closed curve. 1.3. A subset X of a complex K is called tame if there is a homeomorphism h of K onto K such that h(X) is a polyhedron in K.
1.4. If Lis a subcomplex of the subdivision aK of the complex K, then anLK is called the nth barycentric subdivision of aK, modulo L and is defined inductively as follows: Let Ay,A2,A3, ■•• be a well-ordering of the simplexes of aK not in L, such that dim(Ad) ^ dim(^y), whenever ô < y. (Note that for each y, L+ H(Aß: 1 ^ ß < y) is a subcomplex of aK.) We suppose that ai[L + ¿Z(Aß :l^ß<y)~\ has been defined,and we define aL[L+ ¿Z(Aß:l ^ ß <y +1)] to be al[L+ ¿Z(Aß:l ^ ß < y)] plus those simplexes which are equal to the cone, from the barycenter of Ay, over a simplex of (Bd Ay) O(oc¿[L+ Z(^-l^ß < y)])■ We define a£K = a¿(ai_1K).
Note that Lis a subcomplex of a"LK. If 0 is the empty subcomplex, then a"K denotes a^K. 1.5. An n-manifold M" is a separable metric space each of whose points has closed neighborhood homeomorphic to /". The boundary of M", BdM", is the set of points of M" which do not have arbitrarily small neighborhoods homeomorphic to £".
A combinatorial n-manifold is a complex such that the closed star of each vertex has a rectilinear subdivision which is isomorphic to a rectilinear subdivision of an n-simplex.
It follows easily from [1] , [10] that all 2-and 3-manifolds may be given combinatorial triangulations, and henceforth in this paper we shall assume that this has been done.
If JVP and M" axe triangulated manifolds of dimension p and n, respectively, then N" is a p-submanifold of M" if N" is a subcomplex of M".
1.6. Let C3 denote the solid cube in £3 whose vertices are the eight points in £3 which have as each coordinate either 1 or -1.
1.7. A mapping,/, from a complex K to a complex L is called piecewise linear (pwl) if the graph of fis a polyhedron in the product complex K x L. If K is finite, then there are subdivisions a, ß such that /: aK -* ßL is simplicial.
1.8. Iff.K -» Lis a pwl map of one complex into another, then by the singularities off,S(f), we shall mean the closure of the set of all points in L which are the images under/ of more than one point of K. The cardinality of f~l (x) is called the order of x. N) is a rnp mapping (see 1.13 ). An arc is a nonsingular path.
1.10. Let / be a mapping of a compact set A into a space B. Then / is selfunlinked in B if there exists a mapping n : A x [0,1] -> B such that (a) h\Ax{0}=f, (b) h(A x {1}) = a point, (c) n(^x(0,l])czB-/(X). 1.11. The term "regular neighborhood^ is to be understood in the sense of Whitehead [17] with the additional requirement that a regular neighborhood is the closure of a topological neighborhood. We shall use the following wellknown facts about regular neighborhoods of a subcomplex K of a subdivision a of the combinational manifold M:
(a) st(K,oc2M) is a regular neighborhood. 1.12. Let/: J -* K be a pwl map of a 1-manifold into a 2-manifold. We shall call f normal if (a) f is at most 2-to-l and S(f) is a finite set of points. )) is homeomorphic to (£3, coordinate planes)), (iii) branchpoints (points with arbitrarily small closed neighborhoods N such that (N, N nf(D)) is homeomorphic to (C3, cone from the origin over a singular curve on Bd C3)), and (iv) pinched branch points (points with arbitrarily small closed neighborhoods F such that (V,Vnf(D) ) is homeomorphic to (C3, cone from origin over two paths on BdC3)).
A icrossing) pinch point is a pinched branch point such that the paths on Bd C3 are disjoint arcs.
A simple pinched branch point is a pinched branch point such that the paths on Bd C3 are arcs with one common interior point.
Note that all pinched branch points must be crossing points of Bd D on A^2 because of (c).
1.14. If 
II. Normal position theorems
This part states two positioning theorems which will be used in other parts of this paper. The proofs of these theorems are contained in [9] . such that (a) g is obtained from f by a homotopy of(D,J) into (M3,N2) which moves each point less than e and only moves points at all in an e-neighborhood of the set of points in M3 at which ffails to be in rnp (see 1.13) , (b) g is a rnp map, and (c) g\J=f\J.
Theorem II.3. Let N2 be a 2-submanifold of the 3-manifold M3 and h be a fixed-point-free pwl homeomorphism of (M3,N2) onto (M3,N2) such that hh equals the identity map. Let e be a positive number. [11, Theorem 1] . Using a different proof, J. Stallings extended the Loop Theorem to nonorientable manifolds [15, §2] . In this part we shall give several extensions and refinements of those results. Many of the techniques used here will be those of [14, §3] and [15] . If Lis a loop in the arc-wise connected space X, then Ldetermines a conjugate class of members of ny(X). Following Stallings we shall let L(X) denote this conjugate class. If A is a normal subgroup of nt(X), then L(X) cz A has a precise meaning. This theorem is essentially the same as Stalling's statement of the Loop Theorem, but a proof is given here for completeness. Stallings gives an example [15, §6] which shows that III. 1 is false if B is merely assumed to be a 2-submanifold (see 1.5) The addendum to III.5 will be used only in the proof of Theorem V.6 of [8] .
The theorems of this part will be proved in the logical, not numerical, order:
III.4, III.5, III.2, ULI.
2. Proof of III. 4. |L| is a finite 1-dim graph and we can consider it as a subcomplex of some subdivsion a of M. Since L is self-unlinked we may assume that L is the boundary of an s-disk D, such that |L| O |intD| =0.
We then suppose that each of int A (A is the standard disk) and aM -| L| are so subdivided that given a positive number 5, there are only finitely many simplexes with diameters larger than ô. Then applying, to D | int A : int A -* aM -| L|, a simplicial approximation theorem for infinite complexes (see [13, p. 115 
[That such a homeomorphism exists follows from the uniform continuity of D and the fact that the diameters of simplexes of int A form a null sequence.]
For each 1-simplex ere BdA let A(cr) be a disk in A -int A' such that (2.3a) Bd A(cr) zd a + a' (see (2. We shall show that the existence of such a member of 23* leads to a contradiction by considering two cases. Since | D* | is a deformation retract of F (see 1.11) , and /| |0*| is a homeomorphism, k and (/| |D*|)* are isomorphisms onto. However, the image of/* is a subgroup of index two in ity(V) since /: My -» V is a double covering. This is a contradiction. Therefore D* < D* and by our assumption on D*, (By, My, A1; D*, £i)£23*.
Therefore, there is an s-disk, D\, nonsingular except for crossing pinch points which satisfies (1.1)-(1.3) and the Addendum of III.5.
Let h be the nontrivial covering translation of (My ,B¡) such that hh = identity. Since triple points are the only points of D* with more than two preimages, and since D* has only simple pinched branch points, Consider the s-disks Ft and F2, illustrated in Figure 5 . The s-disks are to be so arranged that (a) (£F!,Bd££i) is an admissable e/3-alteration of (D" = EF,BdD"), (b) (EF2,BdEF2) is a conservative e/3-alteration of (D",BdL>"), and (c) for each i, £Ff satisfies (c) and (d) of (3.4) and (1.1)-(1.3) of I1I.5,except possibly the condition that Bd ££,(£) £A. Figure 5 It can be seen that, for each i, S{EF¡) has fewer spanning arcs than S(D'). We wish to conclude that, for some i, Bd £F, (B) •a'e'}e'"lb'~te'eA, since A is normal. This is a contradiction. Thus we have obtained an s-disk satisfying (c), (d), and (e) of (3.4) and with fewer spanning-arc-double-curves than D". Continuing in this fashion, we can obtain an s-disk D' which satisfies the conclusion of III.5 except that it might have noncrossing pinch point singularities. But Proposition III.8 (to follow) applies, and thus (B,M,A,D*,e)i<$>i in contradiction to (3.3).
We finish §3a with a proof of (The details of the definitions of V will only be used in 111.13.)
Therefore ny(V') = ny(\D*\) = ny(V) and V has no 2-sheeted covering. Also in [14, Proof of Lemma (3.1) ] it is shown Proposition III.9. Each component of Bd V is a 2-sphere.
If Hy(V') has an element of infinite or even order, then one of the generators of Hy(V) has infinite or even order and thus there is an epimorphism g:Hy(V')^Z2.
If h is the Hurewicz epimorphism of ny(V) onto Hy(V) then the kernel of gh is a subgroup of nx (V) of index 2and thus [13, p. 188 is even and we have Proposition 111.11. Every sec J in V which is normal wrtD* intersects \D*\ an even number of times.
Let K be a subcomplex of the subdivision y of the 3-manifold P, and look at U = osKK^P) and cl(U) = stiK^'P). Every 3-simplex of cl(U) is the join of a face in K and a face in cl(fJ) -U . For p e U let Ry(p) = the unique point of K such that p and Ry(p) axe on a line segment from K to cl(fJ) -U determined by the join structure of a simplex of cl(U).
It can be checked that Rt (0 rg t rg 1): U -* U is a pwl pseudo-isotopy if it is defined by setting Rt(p) equal to the point t of the way from p to Ri(p) along the line segment joining p to Ry(p) .
A straightforward geometric argument shows that for every pest(K,y2P), R,(p) e ost (K, y2P), for 0 < t ^ 1. Therefore it can be seen that H : We first show that g is a manifold with Q n(\D*\ + S0) cBdß. III. 11 shows that ß n | D* ¡ -S0 <= Bd Q. Also g n So <= Bd S0 therefore ß n S0 c Bd Q. Since BdF'-Fo = st(\D*\ + S0,ß6P) -ost(\D*\ + S0,ß6P), by 111.12 and 1II.9, intß is homeomorphic to (2-sphere x (0,1)) or ß n(Bd V -V0) is a disk and [intß + (Q nV0-(\D*\ + S0))] is homeomorphic to (disk x (0,1)). By a 2-dimensional version of III.12, F0 -(| D* | + S0) is homeomorphic to (1-sphere x (0,1)) and thus int ß is either a (2-sphere x (0,1)) or (the interior of a disk x (0,1)). 111.13 now follows from a theorem of Edwards [7, Theorem 3 ] to the effect that two compact 3-manifolds are homeomorphic if their interiors are. Since BdD* is normal in B, |BdD*| is a 1-dim finite graph with no free vertices. Let Jy,---,Jk be the loops of |BdD*| which are innermost on Bd V, i.e., each J¡ is the boundary of a disk whose interior is nonsingular and contained in Bd V -| BdD* |. The set of all loops Lin | BdD* | for which L(B) e A represents a normal subgroup A' of ^(¡Bdü*!).
If Jy(\BdD*\),---,Jk(\BdD*\) each belong to A', then it is easy to check that A' = tij^íI BdD*|) using the standard representations of the fundamental group of a finite complex. (E.g., see [13, Siebentes Kapitel] .) Thus we have Proposition III.14. There is a loop J c|BdD*| such that J(B)$A and J bounds an s-disk E whose interior is nonsingular and contained in Bd V -|Bd D*|.
Let ß be the closure of the component of P -(|D*| + S0) that intersects E. E nBdß is a nonsingular disk whose interior is in P -(|D*| + S0). By III. 13, Bd(£HBdß) bounds an s-disk D" (nonsingular) in |D*| + S0. Also | Bd D" | -S0 = | J | -S0, thus adding the appropriate subdisks of S0 n Bd P to D" we obtain an s-disk D' which is nonsingular except on J = BdD'. It can be seen that |D'| satisfies the Addendum. Therefore, if A is nonempty, D' satisfies the conclusion to III.5 except that it might have noncrossing pinch points.
Thus III.8 allows us to conclude that (£,M,A,D*,£)f¿23]¡í which directly contradicts one of our assumptions.
If A is empty, we may ignore it. Let E¡, •■-,Ek be a maximal collection of components of Bd V -V0 such that each can be reached from each other by an arc in V which is normal wrtD* and which crosses |D*| an even number of times. By III.11 there is such a collection, and using III.13 we conclude that if E'y = h(X x 0) when £¡ = h(X x 1), then E'y,---,E'k is a collection of disjoint nonsingular s-disks and s-spheres such that |ß*| -S(D*) cz YJci = y(E'i).
Let £í,---,£r'be the disks of E[,---,Ek\ Then each E¡, i = l,--,r, is contained in a fixed component C of Bd V and are separated from each other on C by | Bd£>*|.
Let H be a 1-dim graph with one vertex for each of the s-disks E'y,--,E'r. Let Vy,---,vr be the vertices of H that correspond to E'y,---,E'r. Let H contain an edge e¡j joining v¡ to v¡, i <j, if and only if, BdD) can be connected to Bd£j by an arc Xu in S0 HBdP. Since each point of BdP HS(|Bd/)*|) is a crossing point of order 2, the X¡fs must be disjoint.
We can use III. 11 to show that H is connected and thus has a maximal connected tree H'. For each e¡¡ e H', connect £/ to E¡ by a small pinched strip within e of S(Bd D*) as shown in Figure By this process we can obtain an s-disk £ which is an admissible e-alteration of D* and such that Bd£ is a conservatice e-alteration of Bdß*. In fact, | Bd £ | = | Bd £>* j and thus Bd£ is in B with only pinch point singularities.
Let G be an abstract 1-dim graph with r -k vertices vr+1,---,vk and such that there is an edge etj connecting vt to vs if and only if a point ptj on a double curve of S(D*), but not in the closed star (in ß2P) of any triple, branch, or pinched branch point, such that st(pu,ß2P) nE[^0 ^ st(pu,ß2P) nE). Note that there will be at most one pi} between a pair of triple, branch, or pinched branch points on a double curve of S(D*). Again III. 11 will show that G is connected. Let G' be a maximal connected tree of G and make S¡=r+i(£¡) into a single nonsingular 2-sphere 5 by cutting out small holes in Z*=r + 1(£;) and connecting these holes by thin tubes near pu for those i,j such that etJ e G'. (We make these holes and tubes like illustration (a)(3) of the Addendum.) One more such tube from S to £ near the middle of a double curve gives us an s-disk D" satisfying the conclusion of III.5 if A is empty, except that some of the pinch point singularities may not be crossing points also. But III.8 applies and tells us there is an s-disk D' satisfying the conclusion of III. One can then construct very thin tubes connecting the £,'s, such that IBdD* I -£B¡ is contained on the union, T, of the tubes, and |intD*| -£b¡ is contained in one component of M -(T + ÜB). Figure 7 is given in lieu of a precise description of T, because the author believes that ' 'a picture is worth a thousand words" and that a precise description could easily take a thousand words. Note that, at points of |Bd D*| -EB,-, |D*| looks locally like the edge of a half-plane in £3. 
